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AN OPERATOR BOUND RELATED TO FEYNMAN-KAC FORMULAE

BRIAN JEFFERIES

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. Those Fourier matrix multiplier operators which are convolutions

with respect to a matrix valued measure are characterised in terms of an operator

bound. As an application, the finite-dimensional distributions of the process

associated with Dirac equation are shown to be unbounded on the algebra of

cylinder sets.

In its traditional incarnation, the Feynman-Kac formula is a means of ex-
pressing a perturbation to the heat semigroup in terms of an integral with re-

spect to Wiener measure. It has been useful in proving estimates in quantum

physics [Si], and an analogue of the formula is an important tool of quantum

field theory [G-J]. Perturbations of the groups of operators associated with cer-

tain classes of hyperbolic differential equations can also be represented in terms

of integrals with respect to tr-additive operator valued measures along the lines

of the Feynman-Kac formula [12], [Jl]. To establish the existence of tr-additive
operator valued measures associated with particular evolution equations, the fol-

lowing question arises. Suppose that E is a locally compact abelian group with
a given Haar measure X. Let n = 1, 2,... and let T : L2(Z, C) -+ L2(Z, C")
be a Fourier matrix multiplier operator acting on the space L2(2Z, C") of all
( A-equivalence classes of) functions square integrable with respect to X and

with values in C". This means that if the Fourier transform of a function
g e L2(L,Cn) is denoted by g, then there exists a bounded Borel measurable

function Or : Y —> 5Ai<YA) from the group Y dual to X into the space of
linear maps ^(C) on C" , such that for every / e L2(Z, C"), the equality

(T/)"(y) = ®TÍy)fiy) holds for almost all y e Y. Let Q be the spectral mea-
sure acting on L2(L, C") of multiplication by the characteristic functions of
Borel subsets of X.

When is it true that for some C > 0, the inequality

k

(i) Y.Q(Sj)TQ(fj)
j=i

holds for all bounded scalar valued Borel measurable functions f, g¡, j -
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1, ... , k, defined on X and all k = 1, 2,...? Here u®v denotes the function

(u®v)(x ,y) = u(x)v(y) and the norm H«!^ denotes the L°°-norm with respect

to X® X on X x X. Another way of stating inequality (1) is that the bilinear

map (/, g) i-» Q{g)TQif), f, g e C0(X), is continuous for the topology of
bi-equicontinuous convergence. It is not surprising that (1) holds if and only
if the operator T is convolution with respect to a matrix-valued measure; see

Theorem 1 below, where the result is formulated for an arbitrary separable

Hubert space H in place of C".
To see what the operator bound (1) has to do with the Feynman-Kac for-

mula, suppose that X = Rd and let S be a C o-semigroup of continuous lin-

ear operators acting on L2(Rd, C"). If H is the infinitesimal generator of

S, then Sit)uo, t > 0, is the solution of the initial-value problem w'(r) =

Huit), m(0) = «o in the case that uo belongs to the domain of H. For exam-

ple, with H = 1/2 A for the Laplacian A acting in L2(Rd, C), S is the heat
semigroup and the corresponding the initial value problem is the heat equation

dtu(x, t) = l/2Au(x, t), u(' ,0) = uo.

Denote the collection of all functions to : [0, oo) —> Rd by Q. Let t >

0, m = 1, 2, ... , 0 < tx < ■■ ■ < tm < t, and suppose that Bx, ... , Bm are

Borel subsets of Rd. For each subset E of Yl of the form E = {co e Yl : co(tx) e

Bx, ... , coitm) e Bm} , the operator Mt(E) e SA ÍL2(Rd , Cnj) is defined by

the formula

(2)      Mt(E) = Sit - tm)QiBm)Sitm - rM_,) • • • QiB2)Sit2 - tx)Q(Bx)S(tx).

Then as the times tx, ... , tm, the Borel sets Bx, ... , Bm and m = 1,2, ...

vary, but t is fixed, the sets E form a semialgebra Aft of subsets of Yl and the

expression (2) defines an additive operator valued set function Mt, defined on

S^i and acting on L2(Rd, C"). Furthermore, the additivity of the set function
Mt ensures that it has a unique extension, also denoted by Mt, to the algebra

a-iS^t) of subsets of Yl generated by A/^. The idea of associating an operator

valued set function with an arbitray semigroup and a spectral measure is due

to I. Kluvánek [K].
Set Xsico) = <y(j) for all s > 0 and co e Yl, and for a finite ordered

subset J = {tx,... ,tm} of (0, t), put Xjico) = (*,,(«), ... , X,mico)). Then

M,oXjxiC) is defined to be equal to the operator M,iXjxiC)) for any set C

which is the finite union of product sets.

The following phenomona may occur.

(i) For some 0 < tx <t2<t, the set function MtoXttith}~x is unbounded

on the algebra generated by product sets in R^ ;

(ii) for all finite J ç [0, t], the set function Mt o Xjx is bounded on the

algebra generated by product sets, but Mt is unbounded on the algebra

«(<*?);
(iii) the additive set function Mt is bounded on the whole algebra a{.9¡).

Briefly, we can say in the language of random processes that the finite-dimen-

sional distributions of Xs, s > 0, with respect to Mt are unbounded in case

(i), the finite-dimensional distributions of Xs, s > 0, are bounded in case (ii),

but Mt is unbounded (on aiS¡)) and Mt is bounded in case (iii). The group

Sit) = £?'A'/2, t e R, of operators is an example of case (i), Sit) = eZÁ'l2, t > 0,
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is an example of case (ii) whenever z eC, 3(z) # 0, and SR(z) > 0, and (iii)

occurs if SR(z) > 0 and 3(z) = 0 ; see [J2] and the references therein. Only in
case (iii) is Mt the restriction of a o -additive operator valued measure defined
on the a -algebra oiS,) of cylinder sets generated by S^.

In the case that the semigroup S commutes with translations, it follows from

the characterisation of operator norm inequality (1) that case (ii) obtains if and

only if for each 0 < s < t, the operator Sis) is convolution with a matrix
valued measure; see Corollary 1.

Section 1 is devoted to the just mentioned characterisation of operators sat-
isfying the inequality (1). In section 2, it is noted that the finite-dimensional

distributions associated with the Dirac equation in four space-time dimensions

are unbounded, although it is known that case (iii) applies to the Dirac equa-

tion in two space-time dimensions [I1],[J1]. More generally, a result from the

theory of matrix multipliers [B] enables a characterisation of those hyperbolic
systems of partial differential equations with constant matrix coefficients where

case (ii) applies; these are the hyperbolic systems treated by T. Ichinose [12],
for which the operator valued set functions Mt are automatically bounded and
define er-additive operator valued measures.

1. AN OPERATOR NORM INEQUALITY

Throughout this section, X is a locally compact abelian group with a given

Haar measure X. The group dual to X is denoted by Y, and its Haar measure

is denoted by X'. The value yio) of a character y e Y at a e X is written as

(a, y). The measure X' is so normalised that the Fourier-Plancherel formula

is valid, that is, for all / € L»(X), set f(y) = SLf(a)JäTy)diL(a) for all

y e Y; then f(a) = J1-f(y)(o,y)dX'(y) for almost all o e X if / e LX(Z)

and feLxiY),  and ||/||2 = ||/||2 if fe L'(X) nL2(X).
The Borel cr-algebra of a locally compact Hausdorff space X is denoted

by 3§iX). The Banach space of all continuous functions on X vanishing at

infinity, with the uniform norm, is denoted by CoiX). The variation of a Borel

measure p : 3§iX) —> C is denoted by \p\.
Let (A, &~, p) be a measure space. Suppose that H is a separable Hubert

space with inner product ( • , • ), antilinear in the second variable, and norm

|| • ||#. Let L2(p, H) be the Hubert space of (/¿-equivalence classes of) strongly

//-measurable functions / : A ^ // such that ||/||2 = ( JA \\M)\\2H) dp(Ç))l/2 is
finite. Here "strongly //-measurable" means the limit p-a.e. of countably valued

//-valued ^-measurable functions. Because H is assumed to be separable, it is

enough to assume that the function £ .-> (/(£), h), £, e A, is /¿-measurable for

each h e H [D-U, II. 1.2], that is, / is scalarly measurable. The inner product

of L2(p, H) is defined by (f, g) = JA (f(o), g(o)) dp(a) ,f,ge L2(p, H).
For the applications of section two, H is C". The space of continuous linear

operators on H is denoted by Sf(H) ; it is equipped with the topology of
strong operator convergence.

We now extend some notions from commutative harmonic analysis to the

vector valued setting. The Fourier-Plancherel formula also applies to L2(X, H),

because L2(X, H) is isomorphic to the Hubert space tensor product of L2(X)
and H so that the Fourier transform ": L2(X, H) -* L2(Y, H) is an isometry.

A continuous linear operator T : L2(X, H) —> L2(X, H) is called a Fourier
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multiplier operator if there exists a function * : Y —> SAiH), such that for
each h e H, the function *A : y .-► *(y)/z, y g T, is strongly A'-measurable,

O is a'-essentially bounded in the operator norm of A&iH) and for each / g

L2(X, H), the equality (Tff{y) = *(y)/(y) holds for A'-almost all y e Y. The
separability of H ensures that the function y h-> ||*(y)||, y G T, is measurable

and that T : L2(X ,//)—► L2(X, H) is a Fourier multiplier operator if and only

if it commutes with each unitary operator £/T, t g X, sending / g L2(X, //)

to the function er i-> /(or) , o e X. In the case that H = C , the values of <I>
may be viewed as (h x n)-matrices relative to the standard basis of Rn and for

/ G L2(X, C"), (0(y)/(y)); = £Li *(y)jkf(v)k, for each j = 1,..., n.

Lemma 1. For any function * : Y —► 5AiH), such that for each h e H,
the function Oh : y >-> *(y)/¿, y G Y, is strongly X'-measurable and * is

X'-essentially bounded in the operator norm of S?iH), there exists a unique

bounded linear operator T® : L2(X, //) —> L2(X, H) such that for each f e

L2(X, H), the equality (T*ff[y) = <P(y)/(y) holds for almost all yeY. The
operator norm of T& is equal to ess.supj,er||*(y)||.

Proof. The function y >-> *(y)g(y), y e Y, is strongly measurable for each

g e L2(Y, H), because if sn , n = 1, 2, ... , are countably //-valued measur-

able functions converging off a A'-null set N to g, then for all y G X \ N,
lim„_00«3>(y)5„(y) = <P(y)g(y), because «-P(y) is a continuous linear operator

on H ; moreover, each of the functions y h-> <S>iy)sn{y), y eY, n = 1,2, ... ,

is strongly A'-measurable and so is their pointwise limit.

Let   IIOIloo   denote the essential supremum   ess.supyer||0(y)||.   If  /   G

L2(X, H), then ||<p/||2 < H^IUIl/lb- By the Plancherel theorem, the equal-
ity (T<s>fî(y) = ®(y)f(y) for almost all y G Y defines an element T®f of

L2(X, H) such that ||7W||2 - ||0/||2 < \mU\fh = ||*||oo||/||2, so the map-
ping /1-> T<pf, / G L2(X, //), is a bounded linear operator T& on L2(X, H)
with norm at most ||0||oo.

To see that the norm || T<¡,\\ of r<p is actually equal to the essential supremum

Halloo, let Uj, j = 1, 2, ... , be a countable dense subset of the closed unit
ball of H. For all u,v e H, set <¡>UjV(y) = (<&(y)u, v) for every y G Y.

Let e > 0, and for each j, k = 1,2, ... , set Aj■ k = {y e Y : |«-P„. „t(y)| >
11*11«, -e}. If Í G rij,kAcjtk, then ||*(i)|| < ||*|ù - e, because *({) is a
continuous linear operator on H. By the definition of ||*||<x>, the set n.-^.dy k

cannot be a set of full A'-measure. Consequently, there exists j, k = 1,2, ...

such that the set Ajtk is not A'-null, so ||*k;>1»Jc» > ll*l|oo - c The equality
SUPll«ll,IMI<ill*u,.j||c»o = ||*||<x) now follows, because for all u,v e H with

||w||,IMI < 1, IIÖh.vIIoo < ||*||oo- For each u,v e H, define iT<pu,v) :
L2(X) -» L2(X) by

{(T9u,v)f)(o) = (T*(uf)(o),v),        feL2ÇL).

From the scalar case, ||74,|| = sup||„lu|„n<, 11(7^«, u)|| = sup||H||,n„n<i||4»M.w||oo

= ||*||oo, so the equality ||7^,|| = ||*IU is valid.   D

Of particular interest is the following special class of Fourier multiplier op-
erators on L2(X, //). Suppose that T : L2(X, H) -> L2(X, H) is a bounded
linear operator for which there exists a regular operator valued measure p :
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3S(L) -> S?iH), such that for every u,v e H and / G L2(X), the equality
iT(uf)io), t;) = JxfioT~x)dipu, v)(t) holds for A-almost all a e X. Here
(//«, v) is the scalar measure ipu, v) : A .-> (//(^)w, v), ^ g ^(X), and the
regularity of p means that for every u e H, A e &(L), and e > 0, there

exists a compact subset K of A such that ||/i(5)w|| < e for all B ç A \ K. A
reference for integration with respect to vector measures is [D-U]. The set of

all finite linear combinations of //-valued functions uf is dense in L2(X, H),

so p uniquely determines T. The operator T is said to be the operator of
convolution with respect to p.

For any regular operator valued measure p : A%(L) —> SAiH), the continuous

operator valued function * : Y -> SAiH) defined by *(y) = /z (a, y) dp(o)

is called the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of p. The total variation V(p) of a

measure p : <Stf(I) —> SAiH) is the (possibly infinite) supremum of the numbers

£"=i ll."(4y)ll over a11 Partitions Aj, j = 1,... ,n, n = 1, 2, ... , of X by
Borel sets. If V(p) < oo, then p is said to have finite variation. For a finite-

dimensional Hubert space H, all SA iH)-\alued measures have finite variation,
but if H is, say, L2([0, 1]), then the spectral measure of multiplication by
characteristic functions has infinite variation.

The next proposition ensures that any regular ^(//)-valued measure p

uniquely defines a bounded linear operator on L2(X, H) of convolution with

respect to p.

Proposition 1. Suppose that T : L2(L, H) —> L2(X, H) is the operator of con-
volution with respect to a regular operator valued measure p:âS{L)-* SA (H).

Then T is the Fourier multiplier operator T® for the Fourier-Stieltjes transform

* of p. Conversely, if * is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of a regular operator
valued measure p : ¿8(2.) -> SfiH), then T<¡, is the operator of convolution
with respect to p.

Proof. Lex u,v e H and / G L2(X). Suppose first that T is the opera-
tor convolution with p. The scalar measure B i-> ipiB)u, v),B e A%(L),

is denoted by (pu, v). Then (T(uf), v) = f * (pu, v), so for almost all

y G Y,(T(uf),vr(y) = ([T(uf)r(y), v) = *u,„(y)/(y). Here *„,„ is
the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of the scalar measure (pu, v), so for every
y G T, *u,„(y) = (*(y)w, v) for the Fourier-Stieltjes transform * of p. The

equality T(uf) = T&(uf) therefore holds for all u e H and / e L2(L), so
equality holds for the closure in L2(L, H) of linear combinations of all such

functions uf, namely, on the whole of L2(X, //).

Conversely, suppose that * is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of p and let
u,v e H and / G L2(X). According to Lemma 1, the SA'(//)-valued function

* defines the bounded linear operator T® : L2(L, H) —> L2(X, //). Then for
almost all y eY,

([T*(uf)r(y),v) = (T<»(uf),vr(y) = ®u,v(y)f(y) = (f*(ßu, v))~.

It follows that /* is convolution with p.    D

The following are examples of continuous linear maps T : L2(L, H) —>

L2(X, //), each of which is the operator of convolution with respect to an
operator valued measure with infinite variation.
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Example 1. (i) Set H = L2(R). Then L2(K, //) can be identified with L2(R2)
by identifying the //-valued function x i-> g(x)h,x e R with (x,y) >->

g(x)h(y),x,yeR2. Let Q : &(R) -> SA(H) be defined by Q(B)f = Xiif,
for every ieJ(R) and every feL2(R, H). Then the operator T : L2(R, H)

—> L2(E, //) of convolution with Q corresponds to the isometry f *-> f°u, f e

L2(R2) with

u(x,y) = (x-y,y),       x,yeR.

The measure Q has infinite variation.

(ii) The following example is more interesting. Let Ft(x) = J-;Sgnx.i?-W for

all x G IK and / > 0. Denote by F,(D) the operator of convolution with Ft on

L2(R) for each t > 0. The notation is motivated by considering the Fourier
transform

(Ft(D)m)=m)m
for / G L2(E) and almost all £, e

Fourier transform by Ç corresponds to D = \j¿

The operator of multiplication of the

so F,(D) is actually the

operator obtained from the bounded function F, by the functional calculus for

the self adjoint operator D. The function t >-»• Ft(D), t > 0, is integrable in
Sf(H), so let

ß(A) = Í
Ja

F,(D)dt   for all A G
.4n[0,cx>)

The Fourier-Stieltjes transform * of p is the bounded operator valued func-

tion £ i-> /0°°e~'ilFt(D)dt, Ç eR, and according to Proposition 1, the Fourier
multiplier operator /$ is the operator of convolution with respect to p. The
measure p has infinite variation.

Note that p([0, oo)) is the Hubert transform on L2(R). The details con-

cerning this example, and others constructed from singular integral operators
on L2(R),  may be gleaned from [J-O].

The next result gives a characterisation of Fourier multiplier operators which

are convolutions with respect to an Sf (H)-valued measure.

Theorem 1. Let X be a locally compact abelian group, H a separable Hubert
space, and suppose that T : L2(L, H) —> L2(L, H) is a Fourier multiplier opera-

tor. Then Tis the operator of convolution with respect to a regular operator-valued

measure p : ̂ (X) -> Sf(H) if and only if there exists a constant C > 0 such

that for every <f>, y/ e L2(L) and u,v e H,

(3) Y^CTVjM'TjW)
j=\

^CIIt/llHllwll/rll^lUl^lb
j=i

for all fj, gj e L°°(X), j = 1, ... , k, and k = 1, 2, ....

Proof. Suppose that T is convolution with respect to an SA(H)-\alued measure

p. Let <f>, ip e L2(L), u,v e H, and let a = <pu, ß = ipv be elements of
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L2(L,H). Then

Y,(T(fja),g~jß)
7=1

7=1

k

Y,f}®Sj
7=1

^ l^ifMox-^dipu^m

j^ j^(fj<p)(°*-l)(gj-W)(°)dXio)

j^\cpioï-x)\Wio)\dXio)

<MV\\u\\h\\v\\h\\\<p\*W\\\

<ll/í||.||«l|/f||«l|//|l^l|2|l^||2

(gjV)(°)dX(o)

dipu, v)(x)

d\ipu,v)\ix)

Ylfi®Sj
7=1

7=1

by the Fubini-Tonelli theorem.  Here the semivariation [D-U, 1.1.11]  \\p\\ is
defined by the formula

= sup{\ipp, (7)1(1) :p,qeH, \\p\\H < 1, H^ < 1}.

Now suppose that (3) holds and that F is a Fourier multiplier operator.

Let <f>, y/ e L2(L), u,v e H, and set a = tj)U, ß = y/v. Then there exists
an essentially bounded operator valued function * : X —> SAiH) such that
T=Tq.

The collection of all complex functions ¿j¡~\ fj ® 8j > fj > 8j € Co(X), j =

1,... , k, k = 1,2,... ,is dense in Co(X x X) by the Stone-Weierstrass theo-
rem. The inequality (3) therefore shows that there exists a unique continuous

linear map VaJ : Coil, x X) -> C such that ¥„,/,(/&#) = (T(fa),gß) for
all f, g e Co(X) and ||^*a,i?|| < C||a||2||/?||2. The Riesz representation theorem

ensures that there exists a unique regular Borel measure va ß : AS(L x X) —» C

such that *Fa,^(A) = /j;xl A(<7, x)dva^(a, x) for all A g C0(X x X). Another

appeal to the Riesz representation theorem shows that there exists a unique

regular Borel measure pa j : ¿8(L) —> C such that

A(cr)dpa<ß(o)= /     A(xo-x)dvaJ(o, x)
Jt JIxI

for all AgCo(X) and whose total variation \paj\(L) is bounded by C||a||2||/f||2.

Let w : X —> C be a function such that w e LX(Y). Then w e Cn(X) and by
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Fubini's theorem and the Plancherei formula,

w(o)dpa,ß(<j)= /     w(xo-x)dua>ß(o,x)
Jy. .71x1

= /     \[(xcT-x,y)w(y)dX'(y)} dva^(o,x)

= [\[    (xo-x,y)dva,ß(cj,x)\w(y)dX'(y)
Jr iJi.x's,

= /[/    (x,y)Jcr77)dva,ß(cT,x)\w(y)dX'(y)
Jr L^ixs

= J(T(ya),yß)wiy)dX'iy)

= I [J m)(yctM),(vßM))dX'(i)j w(y)dx'iy)

= ¡\jr (*(í)á({y). ß(iy))w(y)dk'(y)  dX'd)

= j  I (*(Oâ(iy-'), ßity-l))wiy-x)dX'iy)   dX'{Z).

Hence, the absolute value of the last integral is bounded by C||iü||(3o||a||2||)?||2.

Now let ^ denote the family of neighbourhoods of the identity in Y directed

by inclusion. If fy > 0 vanishes off U G ÍA and satisfies J1fudX= 1, then

{fu}ve% is an approximate unit for LX(Y). For each U e %, let gu e L2(L)
i l'y

be the essentially unique function satisfying gu = fv' . If we set <f> = gu

and i// = KgU, then ||a||2 = ||w||^ and \\ß\\2 = \\v\\H and the integral above
becomes JTi&iÇ)u,v)fu*iRw)iÇ)dX'iÇ), where R is the inversion operator

given by Rpiy) = piy~x), for all measurable functions p and y G Y.

Because lim ue&fu*™ — w in LX(Y),  it follows that

l/rWi)u,v)w(t-l)dX'(Z) < C||tü||oo||M||2||ü||2.

Moreover, the measures pa ß converge in the total variation norm to a measure

pUtV satisfying I/îm.dKX) < C||m||#||î;||h. Consequently, there exists an operator

valued measure p : ¿S(t) -* Sf{H) such that ipu, v) = pu¡v for all u,v e H.

The (T-additivity of p in the strong operator topology of SAiH) follows from

the Orlicz-Pettis theorem [D-U, 1.4.4]. The regularity of p follows from the

regularity of pUtV for all u,v e H and [D-U, 1.2.4].

The identity /r *(<T' )w(í) dk'(Ç) = fz w(o) dp(o) is valid for all w : X -» C
such that w e LX(Y), so by the Plancherel formula, /p*^-1)«^)^'^) =

/z ü(t7) dpia) for the inverse Fourier transform m of a function u e LX(Y).
By Fubini's theorem, it follows that * is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of the
regular operator valued measure p : AS(Y) —> SAiH). An appeal to Proposition
1 establishes that T is convolution with p.    o

Corollary 1. Let I, be a locally compact abelian group, H a separable Hubert
space, and p : 3§(Yf) -* Sf(H) a regular Sf(H)-valued measure with finite

variation. Let Q be the spectral measure of multiplication by Borel subsets of
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X, actingon L2(L, H). Suppose that T :L2(L, H) ->L2(X, H) is the operator
of convolution with respect to p. Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that

(4) Y,Q(8j)TQ(fj)
7=1

<c
7=1

for all fj, gj e L°°i2Z), j = l,...,k,and k= 1,2,....

Proof. The proof is along the lines of the first part of the proof of Theorem

1. Suppose that tj¡), j = 1..., k, are the characteristic functions of pairwise
disjoint Borel subsets of X; similarly for Çj, j = 1, ... , k. Then for u¡, v¡ e

H, j = 1, ... , k, Y!]=\ uj£j and YA)=x VjÇj are //-valued simple functions.

Some of these vectors may be zero. Then

m      k

^^iTiUiMd^jUj)
l=\ 1,7=1

m      k        . r   .

EE /       (Mi)(^-l)(8i^j)(o)dXio)
¡=x t% h L/ï

dipUi,Vj)ix)

< Y,fl®8'
l/=i

<Vip)

<Vip)

x

oo       '»7=1

iox-x)\\t-jio)\dXio) d\(pui,vj)\(x)

5Z>/®ft
i=\
k

k    r

supT Yl / U^-l)\-\\Ui\\H\Cj(tT)\.\\Vj\\„dX(a)

E«A
/=p=l

k

7 = 1

J2fl®8l
1=1

Simple functions are dense in L2(X, //), so the required estimate follows by
continuity.   D

Remarks, (i) Clearly, inequality (4) implies (3). Furthermore, if H is finite

dimensional, then (4) holds for any Sf(H)-valued measure, because all such
measures automatically have finite variation.

(ii) Inequality (4) does not even imply that for each h e H, the //-valued
measure ph has finite variation. For example, if Q is the spectral measure

and T is the operator of Example 1 (i), then £*_, (Q(gj)TQ(fj)<t>)(x, y) =

£jLi fj(x -y)gjix)<t>ix -y,y), for all (f> e L2(E2), so (4) is clearly satisfied.
But, as mentioned earlier, Qh has finite variation in H only if h is the zero
vector.

2. Evolution equations

The Dime operator is defined in L2(R3, C4) by means of the differential
expression

3

D = c^2 ctjPj + a^mc2,

7 = 1
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where c > 0 is the velocity of light, m > 0 is the mass of the particle, Pj =

„,-(•   '¿).    7 =.,2,3,       *-(*   _»o).

Here ox, o2, a2 are the Pauli matrices

a' = \i  o)'     °2=\i   o'j'     ff3=(o  -l)

and (70 = ( ¿ j ) is the 2x2 identity matrix.
Then D defines a selfadjoint operator, and so, a unitary group Sit) =

eiDt, t e R, of operators acting on L2(R3, C4). The question arises as to
whether or not the finite-dimensional distributions of the process defined by

formula (2) are bounded.

Proposition 2. Let t > 0 and let Mt be the set function defined by formula (2) for

the operators Sit) = e'Dt, t e R. Let Xs, s > 0, be the evaluation maps defined

on the space Yl of all paths co : [0, oo) —> R3. Then for any 0 < tx < t2< t, the

set function Mt o X7X (,  is unbounded on the algebra generated by all product

sets Ax B,  with A, B e ¿^(R3).

Proof. According to (2), Mt°X^h}iAxB) = S(t-t2)Q(B)S(t2-tl)Q(A)S(ti)

for all A, B e ¿%(R3). It is enough to show the unboundedness of the collection

of all operators ¿J=, QiBj)Sit2 - tx)Q(Aj) with Aj x B¡, A¡, B¡ e ^(R3), j =

1, ... , k, k = 1,2,..., a partition of R3 x R3. Suppose otherwise, that for

each u, v e C" the set function m : A x B <-> (g(/?)S(i2 - h)QiA)u, v) is

actually the restriction to product sets of a bounded additive set function on
the algebra generated by product sets. Then [J 1, Proposition 2] shows that m

is the restriction of a Borel measure on R3 x R3, so for T = S(t2 - tx), the
inequality (3) is certainly satisfied. By Theorem 1, it follows that 5(r2 - tx) is

convolution with respect to a matrix valued measure.
However, if Sit2 - tx) were convolution with respect to a matrix valued mea-

sure p, then Sit2 - ii) would map the subspace L2(R3, C4) nL°°(R3, C4) of

L2(R3, C4) into itself, continuously for the uniform norm. An elementary proof

showing that this is not the case is given in [Z, II. 1]. The operator 5(i2 -tx) is

actually convolution with respect a matrix valued distribution of order one, ex-
plicitly calculated in [R]. This contradiction shows that the original assumption

that Mt °X7tl t, is bounded must be false. The result is also a consequence of

Theorem 2 below.   D

The matrices ax, a2, a-¡ in the Dirac operator do not commute. It turns out

that this is the source of the unboundedness of the finite-dimensional distribu-

tions of the associated process.
Suppose that Ax, ... , Ad are hermitian nxn matrices and B is any nxn

matrix. Then H = Y?j=\ AjdXj + B is the infinitesimal generator of a group 5

of operators on L2(Rd, C"). The operator dX] is viewed as the generator of the

group of translation operators in the ;-th direction, acting on L2iRd, C).
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Theorem 2. Let t > 0 and let Mt be the set function defined by formula (2) for
the operators Sit) = eiHt, t e R. Let Xs, s > 0, be the evaluation maps defined

on the space Yl of all paths w : [0, oo) —> R3. Then for some 0 < tx < t2 < t,

the set function Mt o X7X t,  is bounded on the algebra generated by all product

sets A x B, A, B g ^(R3), if and only if the matrices Ax, ... , Ad commute.
If the matrices Ax, ... , A¿ do commute, then Mt is actually bounded.

Proof. First suppose that Mt o X7X t, is bounded. Then as in the proof of

Proposition 2, it follows from Theorem 1 that 5(i2 - tx) is convolution with

respect to a matrix valued measure p. Moreover, the spectral calculus for self-

adjoint operators ensures that 5(i2 - tx) is the Fourier multiplier operator T&
for the matrix valued function

*(¿) = expí [/¿^ + /?|(í2-í,)j ,       ¿gR*.

By Proposition 1, * is the Fourier-Stieltjes transform of p.

According to [B, Lemma 1 (iii)], * belongs to the space of matrix multipliers

on Lx(Rd, C"), and hence, by [B, Lemma 7], so does the function

d

Í •- exp (i Y, Afijih -tx)),       Z e Rd.
7=1

An appeal to [B, Theorem 1] ensures that Ax, ... , Ad commute.

If the matrices Ax, ... , Ad commute, then we are in the situation considered

in [12] and [Jl, Section 2], and the conclusion follows from the results there.   D

The point of Theorem 2 is that the boundedness of the finite-dimensional dis-

tributions of the process associated with a symmetric hyperbolic system already
forces the system to be of a very restricted type.
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